
I was still in preschool when I discov-
ered how much I love to paint, but it 
was not until grade 9 that an art teach-
er sent me outdoors to draw what I 

saw. The sheer freedom of being outside 
the classroom and drawing from life was 
thrilling. 

In college, I remember when our profes-
sor finally decided our drawing class was 
ready to head outdoors to draw. For me, it 
was a reward. In his painting class, it was 
not long before we were sent outdoors 
with our huge canvases to paint whatever 
we wanted, I chose a lily pond on campus.

Born in England, I lived in the United 
States for a while and immigrated to Can-
ada in 2003. When we moved to Toronto, 
I couldn’t wait to head out into nature and 
paint in High Park.  When I first set up my 

easel in 2008 in front of a duck pond, they 
had the nerve to fly away. I went ahead 
with the painting anyway and titled it, 
“Where did the ducks go?“

That fall, I painted the turning of the 
leaves on the osier dogwoods by the 
creek. A couple of days later, I noticed 
beaver damage on a tree on the far side of 
the creek, just above the water line. I 
called that canvas “Watch Out for Bea-
vers.“ Try as I might, I could not get those 
beavers to pose for me.

In 2010, I noticed a swan sitting on a 
nest. I rushed back to the spot with my 
pastels.  Sitting on a folding chair with my 
drawing board on my lap, I made a pastel 
drawing of that beautiful swan. This 
quickly became a favourite subject every 
spring. Last year’s work was called “By the 

Birch“ and actually has a bea-
ver in it—but it’s camouflaged 
in the water. I forgot it was 
there and ended up painting 
some red leaves over it.

In 2015, I painted wood 
ducks in oil on canvas in one 
sitting. It was a mother with 
baby wood ducks and they 
were simply too preoccupied 
to worry about me. Maybe 
they were too young to take 
off and fly. I gave the painting 
to my dad  as a gift; he likes to 
pretend the ducks are from his 
own neighbourhood. 

 This year, I spotted a pair 
of swans with five cygnets. 
First, I did a pastel drawing 
of them from my perch up in 
a tree. I then decided that 
the best view would be from 
the water. When I arrived on 
the scene in a kayak, the 
mother swan and the little 
ones swam away from me. Every time I 
returned to that spot, they avoided me. 
I could have called the resulting paint-
ings, “Where did the Swans Go?“ but in-
stead decided to concentrated on the 
beautiful reflections on the water and 
the ducks that had taken over the 
swan’s nest. These paintings are called 
“In the Marsh“ and “Ducks on the Nest“

A painting typically takes two or more 
sessions to complete, so I always choose a 
beautiful spot in which to sit. That way, if 
there aren’t any people or animals to cap-
ture, it still turns out to be a good painting.

When people or animals do come along, 
it is often a real bonus, for example my 
piece called “Swans and Cygnet“ painted 
in acrylic on a canvas panel. In that case, 
the swans came by and lingered long 
enough to be painted. Eventually, they 
shooed me away because they wanted the 
spot where my kayak was anchored.

Nature continues to inspire my drawing 
and paintings; my motto is “laborare est 
orare” to “work is to pray.” n

To see more of Hilary's work, head to her 
website www.hilaryporado.com. 
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